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The idea of creating and writing a thesis loomed
before me as an awesome task I would never be able
to bring to fruition. However, the time came when I
had to sit down and seriously ask myself how I would
like to spend the remainder of my time here at RIT.
Regretfully, I cannot say that there was a burning
passion within me. I began to approach the thesis
topic and asked myself, "What is out there that has yet
to be fully
explored?"
Looking through several articles
and speaking with a diverse group of people, I
became involved with ongoing discussions regarding
Virtual Reality. Although I knew almost nothing about
the topic, I realized that it was unexplored territory that
may or may not develop into something beyond our
highest expectations. The decision had been made,
my thesis topic would be "Virtual Reality". I would
begin research and explore the possibilities of creating
a visual essay on the topic of Virtual Reality.
THE RESEARCH
Virtual Reality, what was it exactly? Beginning the
research on a topic I knew very little about soon
became a dilemma. Not because I was unwillingly to
take the time to do the research, but because it became
obvious that the topic was only now beginning to
emerge in the literature. Almost no information could
be found in books, and the titles I found had not yet
been released. I was forced to depend on magazine
articles that touched the subject without ever going into
any real depth. Speaking with computer science
majors was also a disappointment. It became painfully
evident that the idea of Virtual Reality was exciting and
innovative, but that the reality was still in its embryo
stages. I could not seem to get too excited about
moving a power glove around in a wire frame room
that didn't quite succeed in achieving real time motion.
It became clear that instead of choosing a focus, the
process of elimination gave me almost no choice at all.
A FOCUS
I carefully read articles in various magazines such as:
MacUser, Multimedia Computing & Presentations,
Computer Graphics World, Computerworld, Electronic
Engineering Times, MacWEEK, etc...
I came to the conclusion that the main focus on Virtual
Reality seemed to be related to its potential. Potential
becoming an unknown factor that brought out
questions not concerning hardware ana system
configuration problems, but questions concerning
ethics. For example, "What could this mean for the
future and should it be something that is
pursued?"
I
began studying both sides of the issue and found
myself weighing the pros and cons of a Virtual World.
First I looked at the advantages. Society could utilize
Virtual Reality as a temporary escape from harmful and
unpleasant aspects of life. Education could make
learning fun and interactive. Entertainment would be
able to give people the excitement and danger they
crave without placing them at risk. Technology could
produce enlightening answers without the added cost
of man power. On the other hand, Society cannot
solve its problems by escaping from reality. Education
cannot spoon feed information and expect the student
to develop problem solving skills. Entertainment would
give the viewer a quick high by replacing the actual
physical or mental satisfaction of achievement based
on skill. Finally, replacing man with technology could
be detrimental in the ongoing dehumanization of man.
CONCLUSIONS
Being someone involved in the use of computers, I
could not completely disregard the advantages of
utilizing virtual reality. I realized that the magazines
were basically trying to relay the same theme. The
theme being that although precautions are necessary,
the progress and future of technology should not be
held back on probable fears.
Although I agreed with the need to further pursue
Virtual Reality, I came to the conclusion that everyone
would agree that the negative aspects were not
something to completely disregard. Therefore, I
decided to take the approach of a devil's advocate. I
wanted to cause the over eager evangelists of the
concept to stop and think twice; To realize the potential
danger. Also, I believe that Virtual Reality is going to
become a reality. I knew that because we cannot stop
man's desire to create and push the limits of
technology, caution was the key.
THE IDEAS
I came up with several theories that I thought would
address this issue. Out of the many ideas I was able to
come up with, I choose to put three concepts before my
advisors.
First was the idea of a baby's room. One never saw
the baby, but was able to glance around the room.
The room had everything a baby would need, and to
one side of the room would be a picture of the baby's
parents. As the baby looked around his/her room you
would hear the noises he/she made. After awhile the
baby begins to cry. A pair of hands appear and try to
quiet the child. It doesn't work. A mobile appears
above the child and spins as music plays. It doesn't
work. The hand comes back with a baby's rattle. It
doesn't work. Finally, the hand comes back with a
bottle. The baby is quiet and you hear the noise of
him/her drinking the milk. As the camera pulls back
and the room disappears, one realizes that the baby is
in a room with several other babies. He/she is lying in
one of many incubators with a machine attached to its
head. The audience becomes aware that the room
and the hands were all part of a virtual world. The
hands taking care of the baby was only an illusion that
is replaced by a machine like claw which is holding
the bottle of milk. This was my vision of Virtual Reality
replacing the human factor. Today people claim the
television is a baby-sitter and teacher to our children. I
wanted to convey the negative possibilities of a future
in which our children would be raised completely
without human interaction.
Second was the idea of physical fitness. I decided to
show a man running, jumping, walking, hurdling, etc.,
until a loud crash is heard. A computer voice interrupts
the process saying, "Danger, disconnected cables....
please
restart."
As the camera moves back, we see
that the crash was caused by a man lying on the
ground with cables and wires around him. The
audience becomes aware that the man they were
experiencing the reality through, was in fact so
engrossed in his fantasy that he truly believed he could
rise out of his wheel chair. This is a rich man's toy.
He is wealthy and can afford the luxury of buying a
machine that allows him to escape from his reality. I
wanted to show that instead of living with his
circumstances and enjoying life, he escapes into a time
when he once walked and did all the things he now
dreams of doing. The question I wanted to address
here was, "Where does one draw the line between the
harmless escape into one's fantasy, and withdrawing
into the denial of one's
reality?"
Third was the idea of escape. A man enters into a
world of visual delight. The audience sees everything
through the eyes of the viewer. He walks, runs, sails
etc., when a voice suddenly interrupts saying,




camera draws back and shows a tired pathetic looking
man hunched over in resignation. His chest heaves
from exertion as he slowly removes his head piece. He
leaves the room and someone else walks in as the
computer voice repeats the phrase, "Program is




man out of the door, we see him enter
a dark alley where a line has formed outside the door
he is exiting. The line is filled with forlorn figures
anticipating their turn. A seedy looking man at the
front is collecting tickets or money as each person
enters the door. This was my vision of Virtual Reality
becoming an addiction. Entertainment instead of
education has become the money making industry in
our society. How to attract and capitalize from the
average consumer has been the driving force of many
of the products we buy.
THE ANALYSIS
After speaking with all three of my advisors, I came to
some conclusions. All three did not necessarily like the
idea of the baby's room. The whole concept seemed
harsh and a little unrealistic. It would not fulfill my
desire to caution the over eager. I came to agree that
the perspective would focus more on the radical, left
wing view
- point against the advancement of
technology.
The second and third idea seemed more feasible.
Why? Because, in both cases, there is hope. In a
sense the stories could also be construed as a
temporary release from the discontent of reality.
Likewise, people today escape for two hours by
watching a movie. The movie is a welcome release,
but does not completely replace their reality. Instead it
becomes a therapeutic and temporary escape from the
unpleasant. This would fit better with my desire to
warn and caution those involved in the creation of
virtual worlds. The idea that something negative like
addiction or denial is a possible reality, rather than an
inevitability.
Unfortunately, the next question was not which idea
was better, but which idea was practical. It became
clear that if I wanted to use video and computers, I
would have to evaluate the limitations.
THE EQUIPMENT
I wanted to utilize video and computers in my thesis to
distinguish between reality and virtual reality. The
video to depict reality and the computer to depict the
moment one enters the virtual world. However, I
realized that the whole purpose of my thesis was not
necessarily the content, but that I could prove myself as
a competent computer animator. Animation was the
bottom line. I knew I would want to create the piece on
the best software available to me. TOPAS and
Macromind Director were the two programs available,
and TOPAS far exceeded the capabilities of
Macromind Director. Therefore, I realized that the
Macintosh computer would come in handy, but that the
meat of my thesis would be done on the PC. It also
became painfully clear that I could only do as well as
the programs would allow. Obviously my expertise in
the programs would be a factor, but I did not overlook
the limitations of the computer itself.
THE DECISION
Now that a decision was made as to the platform I
would use, I compiled a list of what I could or could
not do in the amount of time available. Again meeting
with my advisors and spending approximately six
months on each machine, I was able to come to a
decision. TOPAS, a 3D software package on the PC,
would not allow me to create an effective or realistic
human form. It would allow me to give the illusion of a
person walking, jumping etc., but it would not allow
me to completely convince the viewer. Also, I realized
my own limitations in animating realistic human
movement. I needed to create a piece that would be
convincing enough to the viewer and that I was
capable of animating. Therefore, the idea of the
athletic man was ruled out. This left the creation of a
virtual world through the eyes of a man sitting in a
wheelchair. A decision had been made and was
agreed upon by all my advisors. The relief I felt was
short-lived. I had the idea, but no specifics.
THE STORYBOARD
The storyboard ended up being the most difficult part
of the entire thesis. Although I now had a idea, I had
no specifics. I did not know how to express through
images, what I had decided to convey. I only knew
that the following things would be involved: A man in
a wheelchair and a virtual world. I presented several
different concepts to the advisors, but all were so
generalized that they couldn't really give me any
feed
ack. Finally I came up with the following storyboard.
(PP-?)
The screen is black and a computer voice welcomes
you to a virtual world. The audience experiences
everything through the eyes of the viewer. As the
heart
beats ana lungs breath, the senses take over. First, the
experience of moving through a tunnel into the virtual
world. Second, looking down at feet that begin to walk
toward a city. Third, the streets turn into a lighted path
that takes you into a forest. Fourth, a butterfly flies by
and a hand appears. As the hand reaches for the
butterfly, a crash sounds and the screen is again black.
As the computer voice terminates the program, the
camera dollies back to reveal a man lying on the floor.
The audience realizes that he has fallen from his wheel
chair while trying to reach for the butterfly.
Later I would come to realize that this was far from
accurate. Details and other obstacles arose as the
movie progressed. I learned that I had generalized too
much and should have had step by step explanations
as to what was in each frame, and how I would
execute the desired effect.
REVISIONS
I had bitten off more then I could chew. I soon
realized that my storyboard would entail a tremendous
amount of research. This became painfully obvious
when the heart and lungs took almost one month to
model, animate and test. Thankfully this was not a
waste of time, but a learning process too. The models
had forced me to become proficient at the program
and therefore allowed me to create and animate future
models more easily and quickly. It also made me more
aware of the limitations of the software.
I met with my advisors and each approached the thesis
from a different point of view. I appreciated their
willingness to convey the knowledge they had gained
in the areas of animation, graphics and film. It became
obvious to me that I would he seeking their advice and
making changes throughout the course of my thesis.
Each time I attempted to finish a section of my
storyboard, a new problem would arise. I made
several changes after discovering that what sounded
good on paper did not necessarily work on film. Soon
the storyboard began to massage itself into something
completely different.
VIDEO
The beginning of the movie began with a man sitting in
a wheelchair. I was worried about finding an actor,
but my advisor, Jack Slutzky, was kind enough to
volunteer. I also asked a fellow student named
Andrew McPhillips, to help me with the filming.
Setting up the scene was hard work, but worth the
effort. We set up two lights with colored gels over
them. One was blue and the other was red. The red
gel also had a fan behind the light. This enabled us to
create a strobe like effect to the entire piece. Andrew
and I utilized a hi-8 camera on a tripod with wheels,
letting us move smoothly around the actor. It took us
one full day to set up and shoot. I knew that this would
be difficult to repeat, and I realized too late that I
should have made back up arrangements, in case I
needed to reshoot any footage.
MACINTOSH
My original idea was to rotoscope Jack onto a
quicktime movie in Macromind Director. Unfortunately,
the resolution and real time preview was not what I
had expected. By designing a simple border that
would represent the computer's view of the man in the
wheelchair, I used a blue screen to chroma key out a
solid color that would be replaced by the original
footage. I had to hook up the Hi-8 camera to the




deck. In the end, this gave me a
ligher resolution and smoother movement. I also
became aware of the fact that the computer monitor
and video monitor would not match both in color and
dimension. The Macintosh was created with a higher
screen resolution of 640X480 pixels per inch and
tended to stretch out on a television monitor.
Therefore, I had to compensate for where the television
monitor would cut off my border. I also had to
reconfigure as to what colors would best hold up
when
transferred, since not all monitors are calibrated the
same.
TOPAS
The heartbeat, lungs and tunnel were all done on
TOPAS and did not pose a problem. However, from
this point my thesis took a drastic turn from it's original
storyboard. I had originally decided to animate from
the perspective of a man looking around at eye level.
Unfortunately, as I moved around the scene, it became
obvious that the animation was uninteresting. I
decided that if I were in a Virtual World, I would
attempt the impossible. Therefore, I decided to have
the viewer move throughout the piece by focusing on
specific obiects in the scene. This meant that the
objects and their meaning would be more significant
than an attempt at realism. This is a far cry from the
original storyboard of a man walking through a city
into a forest. I felt that the images I used and what
they represented, were more effective than the city.
When moving around the room, I wanted the audience
to see the trophy, toys, photograph and clock. Since
they had seen that the man was in a wheelchair, I felt
a trophy would represent all that is physical in an
athlete. I also took the negative viewpoint that he may
not have been able to have any children. Therefore,
the toys and photograph of a woman and child. I also
wanted the clock to represent the passing of wasted
time in his life dreaming of what was or could be, as
well as the passage of time in his virtual world. I felt
that these images would best convey my original idea.
To enjoy the dreams that we all hope for, but not as a
substitute for the reality we live in.
The
only
real problems I faced while doing this scene
was color, memory and time. Once again, I had to
look at the colors from a different monitor, in order to
see if it was readable. Sometimes I had to change
colors that tended to bleed or were too dark. Although
I became aware of this problem, I was unable to
completely remedy the situation. Also, it became
painfully clear that rendering from station A to optical
produced a different set of colors then the rendering
from station C. I realized that in order to be consistent,
I would have to render specific scenes from the same
stations.
Memory was another obstacle that became evident
when the models took on complex shapes. I had to
simplify and render the fly through of the room in
sections. Upon reflection, I would probably split the
scene into smaller animation that cut from one scene to
another.
Wire frame animation tests also proved to be
deceiving. Sometimes a camera view looked good in
wire frame, but ended up cutting through objects in full
render. I found myself spending a
lot of time viewing
animation pieces from several different perspectives.
Testing the animation became a habit built in by
necessity. I found that although I did not have the time
to test all the animation, I did not have the time to not
test them. Rendering would sometimes take 2 or 3
days, and one mistake would mean starting all over
again.
Time soon became my enemy. This was probably the
biggest contributing factor to my thesis. I found that I
made quite a few compromises in order to finish the
thesis by March. For example, the hand was supposed
to be realistic. Unfortunately, a computer generated
hand looks plastic. On the good advice or my
advisors, I decided to forgo an attempt at realism.
Instead, I took the opposite route and created a
mechanical hand. In the end, this worked out as a
10
fitting compliment to the butterfly. The butterfly was
cliche, but also the perfect emblem of what I was trying
to convey. The idea of metamorphosis or transforming
into something else. Being in a wheelchair, the man
would reach tor the beautiful freedom of flight, and
hope to also transform into the fantasy of once again
being a physically whole person. Reaching for the
butterfly, he falls with a crash to the reality of laying on
the floor of an empty room and reaching for nothing.
SOUND
I had originally decided to ask someone to write an
original score for my thesis. Unfortunately, the person
was unable to produce the sound and quality that I
wanted. Time once again forced me to utilize what
was already available. The music was brought in by
CD and gave me no problems. I was fortunate to find
music that did not require me to do any real editing.
Although I was unable to get permission to use the
music, I didn't think this would be a problem since it
would not be shown for profit.
The computer voice was my biggest worry. Where
was I going to find a sound track that sounded like a
digital voice and also spoke the words from my script?
Fortunately, the Macintosh had a sound editor. I was
able to record my voice and manipulate the digital file
to sound like a computer voice. Although the sound
was not CD quality, I felt the raw recording was
perfect for the effect I wanted to convey.
REGRETS
In any project there is always some form of regret.
Most artists are never completely satisfied with any of
the work that they have done. I know that I have made
many mistakes. The mistakes, however, were not in
vein. Every facet of my involvement was a learning
experience that brought me closer to an overall
understanding of what is involved in the production of
an animation piece. I have definitely come away with
11
the knowledge to make a future project even better.
For example;
I would have created a more detailed storyboard.
I would have made the animation move more
cohesively by cutting out a lot of unnecessary scenes.
I would have created more complex models in smaller
scenes to make sure there was sufficient memory.
I would have tested and chosen appropriate colors
ahead of time, in order to prevent bleeding.
I would have and the list goes on.
However, I also realize that each project has individual
limitations and criteria. Working in a different
environment with different expectations would also
become a factor and deadlines will always bring
about the inevitable compromise.
FINISHED
Despite any regrets, the feeling of elation at seeing
your work come to an end is indescribable. The relief
and satisfaction of viewing my final piece made it all
worthwhile. Looking back, I know that several people
were a major contributing factor to this piece. I thank
my advisors, my friends and my family for all the
technical, emotional and financial support that they
have given me.
As I write these last few lines, I also realize that this
thesis has already become a technical dinosaur. The
Macintosh now has incredible software that would
have given me so many more options to choose from.
TOPAS has also come out with a newer version that
lets the animator do incredible things that the older
version was not capable of. Virtual Reality is now
becoming a reality.
12
Although I feel sad that something I have recently
created is already becoming yesterday's news, I hope
that the message of caution remains. Technology is
definitely gaining momentum, but it can't take the
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Summary : Virtus Corp's $895 Virtus WalkThrough' CAD software brings the
concept of virtual
reality'
to the Macintosh, letting users 'walk
though'
simulations and view designs from many different
perspectives. It provides a completely interactive spatial
animation that lets the user view designs from many different
perspectives in real time. A round
'Observer'
object moves in Top
view as the user moves around in Walk View. Rotating the
Orientation Cube on the Tool palette labels each surface of the
cube with a direction, such as front, back, left, right, top or
bottom. A special tool lets the user record the path taken
through a model. Virtus Walkthrough includes all basic 2-D and
3-D modeling tools and implements layers by listing them on the
Tool palette. A Lighting Editor lets the user set the color,
intensity and direction of interior lighting. There are a few
annoying bugs! when doors are cut through the walls of two
adjoining rooms, moving one room causes the doors to disappear.
Descriptors . .
Company: Virtus Corp. (Evaluation).










Record*: 10 770 893.
Full Text:
Virtus WalkThrough is a powerful modeling and visualizat ion package
""that"
takes the concept of virtual reality from esoteric experiment 'to pract ical
tool. Virtual reality makes it possible to explore-worlds and interiors that
exist only in the mind of their creators andr-with
Virtus'
WalkThrough in the
bits and bytes of Mac software.
Spatial Experience
Virtus WalkThrough lets architects and interior designers create conceptual
designs of buildings and interiors and then move through and around them
on-screen. It's an ideal tool for the pre-CAD , visualization phase of
spatial design.
WalkThrough is the only program currently available that provides a
completely interactive
spatial presentation. Several modeling programs for
the Mac let you animate f ly-throughs , but you're restricted to a fixed path
through the design. Only WalkThrough lets you move about freely, viewing the
design from many different perspectives, In real time. And it doesn't limit
you to wire frames. The program renders scenes, and it renders them with
astounding speed, so you can move through a suite of rooms in seconds. It
does all this with files no bigger than word-processing documents. By
comparison, 8-bit PIC animation files of a two-bedroom house can easily grow
to 150 megabytes. A similar WalkThrough file, on the other hand, is 1 5K , or
one ten-thousandth the size of the animation file.
The program uses two types of viewing windows for navigating through models:
a 2-D Design View, which is also used to create designs, and a 3-D Walk View,
which creates the rendered perspectives as you move through the model.
Although Walk View rendering is not photo-realistic, it does have advanced
features such as translucent surfaces for glass or waters 24-bit color; and,
as mentioned previously, impressive speed.
Virtus WalkThrough comes with small libraries of 3-D furniture, and you can
create your own objects and add them to the libraries. You can walk around a
3-D library object and view it from any angle, just as you do in Walk View.
You maneuver through a model by using a mouse or a trackball. We found the
trackball superior for navigation, but either method is simple and intuitive.
If you're using a mouse, you hold down the mouse button and move the cursor
up to move forward, down to go back, and right and left to rotate. The
farther the cursor is from the center cross hairs, the faster you go. You
can also move up and down or just look around in all directions without
changing position. The focal-length tool adds a wide-angle or telephoto lens
to your view.
Observat ions
As you move around in Walk View, a round object called the Observer also
moves in Top View, one of the 2-D Design View perspectives. The Observer
represents your position and the direction you're facing in the model. If
you want to view another room without moving through the model to get there,
you can activate the Top View window, grab the Observer, and move it to your
destmat ion .
A third way to change your position is to rotate the Orientation Cube on the
Tool palette. Each surface of the cube is labeled with a direction: front,
back, left, right, top, and bottom. Like the Observer, the Orientation Cube
moves as you navigate in Walk View. You can change your orientation in 3-D
space by using the cursor to rotate the cube.
You can also record the path you take through a model by clicking on the
record path tool on the Tool palette before walking through your design.
This is handy if you plan to use WalkThrough in a presentation.
Creating and editing models in Virtus WalkThrough is almost as quick and easy
as moving around in them. Top View, the default 2-D Design View, is where
you do most of your drawing. You can also open windows for the Front, Back,
Left, Right and Bottom Views. An object drawn in Design View immediately
appears in Walk View as a rendered 3-D object.
Each time you create a room, you create a 3-D box by drawing rectangles in
any of the 2-D Design Views (Front, Back, and so on) and use an extrusion
marker on a ruler to set the room height. The interiors of boxes are
rendered. Then you can place objects such as furniture inside the rooms.
Boxes can overlap, and you can make unwanted walls invisible.
On the Surface
To create doors and windows, you cut holes in the walls, using the surface
tool, which we found to be one of the most versatile and useful tools we've
encountered in 3-D modeling. It ingeniously isolates wall surfaces from the
rest of the floor plan. To use the tool, you click on a wall in the Top View
and a separate window opens to display the elevation of your wall. You can
then draw shapes on the wall using one of
WalkThrough'
s opacity modifiers.
If you choose the transparent modifier, the rectangles you draw will be
doors. Translucent gives you windows and screens, and solid gives you rugs,
molding trim, and colored walls.
Virtus WalkThrough has all the basic tools for creating the 2-D and 3-D
shapes you expect to find in a modeling package. It also includes a unique
tool for inserting or deleting the handles needed to stretch existing shapes.
This tool comes in handy for tasks such as adding a bay window to a square
room.
WalkThrough implements layers usefully by listing them on the Tool palette.
You can rearrange the list by clicking and dragging the names. When you
click and hold on a layer name, a pop-up menu gives you choices of how to
display and color a layer. For example, you can display objects in inactive
layers with dotted lines.
[0 -10-fl
WalkThrough'
s Lighting Editor lets you set the color, intensity, and
direction of interior lighting. Each object (or room) has its own lighting
model. The default allows three sources of light for each room, but you can
add more. Light sources can be ambient or directional, and you can change
lighting direction with a simple click and drag of the mouse or trackball.
To its credit, Virtus WalkThrough avoids most problems common to early
versions of new software. Still, there is room for improvement. One
annoying quirk occurs with doors that are cut through the walls of two
adjoining rooms. If you move one of the rooms so that it is not exactly
aligned with the wall of the other room, any doors cut through both rooms
disappear. We got around this by zooming all the way out in Top View and
moving the wall .
WalkThrough'
s biggest deficiency is in its import and export capabilities.
The program exports files only in standard DXF format. This feature is handy
for exporting models to CAD programs, but it would also be nice to export
files in PICT, TIFF, or EPS formats so WalkThrough designs could be used in
presentations. We would like to see DXF import as well, for visualizing
existing floor plans created in various CAD packages. The current version
has no import capabilities whatsoever. Other missing features are the
ability to create text in a model 'and to set wall thicknesses. Virtus is
considering all of these features for future releases.
The Bottom Line
Virtual reality is an exciting concept "that "has "ge'herat'eiJ T
ittT"e"""in"
terms of
concrete products. Virtus WalkThrough-changas"th"at". For less than $ 1,000,
the program lets you experience on your Mac what not even the most expensive
graphics workstation can reproduce. Virtus WalkThrough is truly amazing in
several ways. Its ease of model navigation and creation, speed, and minute
file size (so it can run on any 2-megabyte Mac, including a Plus) are most
impressive. It's not a drafting tool by any measure, but it is an
outstanding conceptualization tool. For those who need to look at a design
from all angles, Virtus WalkThrough
"is"
indeed "a breakthrough"^product .
- John Rizzo Bet Info Virtus WalkThrough * Published by: Virtus Corp., 117
Edinburgh S., Suite 204, Gary, NC 2751 1 ; (919) 467-9700. Version: 1.0.3.
List Price: $895.
?/
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is a universally accessible int'er face "us"ed""regTjlarly "by
people to establish direct'^noural 'to a 'worldWVde ,
computei generated reality. The first rudimentary cyberspace
systems have been shown in recent years, and several companies are
in the process of developing such systems, whether separately or






first such systems are expected to be design tools. User's
Wear"
a
helmet with two small"'monitors
in'
front of ""e"ach'"eye "glove to
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Full Text:
Cyberspace: Reality Is No
Longer- Enough~BElN6THERE. You are seated in a
chair in a cool and dimly lit room. A heavy and claustrophobic helmet,
connected by wires and cables to electronic black boxes, is lowered onto your
head. Your hand is fitted with a rather stiff glove also connected to
electronic devices. You wait for a switch to be thrown.
It happens. You find yourself somewhere very far away from and decidedly
more alien than the room you were just sitting in. You are in the center of
a Euclidian plane, infinite in all directions, that resembles a giant
checkboard. the sky above is an unvarying blue. You turn your head to
discover you are not alone in this world. Biant , colored cubes, spheres, and
obelisks stand or hover in your world. To your left, above your shoulder, a
toy car floats by silently. Somewhat further away, and almost directly to
your right, a hot-air balloon
hangs motionless in the cloudless sky. For the
first time, you notice a disembodied image of a gloved hand floating before
you. You clench your fist, and the image mimics your motion. You extend
your fingers, and the image does the same. This image of a hand is your
virtual hand. By pointing with your index finger, you fly to the balloon,
and, as you ascend,
the horizon shifts and your checkboard world's perspctive
changes. Once at the balloon, you can sail above the world of geometric
forms, you can navigate
through an alien cityscape of impossibly high
skyscrapers
, and,
when you get bored, you can fly back to the surface.
Inevitably, a voice in the earphones of your helmet reminds you that it is
time to come back to the world. The switch is thrown a second time,
"your"
world disappears, someone helps you remove the helmet and glove, and you find
yourself back in a quiet lab in Sausalito.
Your first experience in cyber-space is over.
What's happened, of course, is that you've been watching two very small,
positioned directly in front of your eyes in the helmet's
goggles. That helmejt also contains ttiotlon-'deteci.ion.. sensors , so, as you turn
your head, that motion is relayed to the image-generating software that
alters your view accordingly. The^glova. is also wired into the system, and
with it, or, rather, with its image in the simulated world, you can point to
directions where you want to move, and you can pick up and manipulate objects
in this three-dimensional environment.
When you see a video tape of the images inside the simulated world, your
first impression is that it is a very cartoony level of visual
sophistication. Objects:.- tend.to. be.si ple-geometric.shapes, and they behave
in.ways
..that.aren'..t -quite real._t-0.our ...intellectual reaction is to wonder
..whether... any__of, this .is more, t banyan elaborate -arcade game. The experience,
however, is altogether different. You step out of the computer-generated
reality somewhat giddy, almost intoxicated, and, at some level of
understanding, you have the sense of having experienced something primal.
Everyone s tried -it-'-everyone-'-wants'-to"go- back .
"
The term artificial reality was coined in the early 1970s by the
author/inventor Myron. W.,Xrueger>in a book by that same name. A decade
later, a series of science fiction novels by William Sibson expanded upon and
popularized the idea of a
"cyberspace"
system. As described in those novels,




reality. Over the last two years, we've monitored the handful of early
pioneering efforts in cyberspace. More recently, we've noted considerable
interest in this subject evinced by numerous companies and well-funded R&D
consortia across the United States, Japan, and Europe.
BUSINESS ON THE CYBERSPACE FRONTIER. Our questions are obvious. Where can
we -gain-advantage., from, .victual;reality.?....How. .will.,.it change or will it
..change-at al.l--bow_we_.def.ine._and- do busines.sj?
One of my favorite anecdotes , possibly apocryphal , is about an interview with
Alexander Graham Bell by members of the press. A reporter asked Dr. Bell how
he thought his new telephone might be used in settings outside a laboratory.
His initial response was that he couldn't really say, but, with some urgings
from the. reporters , he conceded that the telephone could, with enough
amplitude, convey sounds to hearing-impaired individuals. For them, Dr. Bell
pointed out, the telephone would offer a revelatory learning experience.
This wasn't the kind of answer the reporters were looking for. When pressed
further about how merchants could use the new invention, Bell finally
suggested that, in the far distant future, the telephone might be used by
business to let people know that an important telegraph message was about to
be sent.
The point is not to make light of Dr. Bell's inability to see the value of
his invention. It is, rather, to emphasize how difficult it is to step
outside of one's current perspective on where problems are or how solutions
might be found. There was no way for Bell to know that , in less than a
hundred years, his invention would prove to be the driving force in the
development of a network that encircles our planet, allowing almost anyone,
anywhere, to speak with anyone else, that the required physical
infrastructure for a telephone system would be the backbone for our data
processing systems, and that massive secondary and tertiary industries would
spring up in response to his
invention. Our own predictions for the future
for cyberspace systems may prove no more accurate than his. Nonetheless, we
can foresee a number of very neai term useful ways to harness some of the
capabilities of this new, highly evocative medium.
MOVING AUDITORIUMS AND ATOMS. Some of the earliest cyberspace applications
will take the form of design tools. What we design, and what we want to look
at and model from entirely new perspectives, is limited only by our
imaginat ion .
Architects can design a building-and-subsequent"ly"-"wal(c" ^their-clienTs __ 3
through various iterations of- the-design. Features that are difficult to &MU
feel at a subjective level, such as placement of interior walls or the rake
of the seating in large lecture halls, can be looked at, walked around,
touched, and modified. Interestingly enough, this sort of an architectural
walk-through took place during the design and construction of Sitterson Hall
at the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill. That building now houses
the university's Virtual-Worlds research laboratory.
Nano-Technology is the exciting new field that predicts useful machines will
be built at the nanometer level (about the length of a few atoms paced end to
end). Atom-sized vessels could travel- through the human "cifculatory-system ._ f.nCATioiJ
,
to locate and remove clogging
material'
In arteries r'T-Pair aneurysms>-,-or
attack tumors. Truckloads of similarly sized machines could be dispatched to
rearrange the molecular structure of an oil slick to make it harmless. The
design and manufacture of mechanisms at this the atomic level could be aided
by a virtual reality ( VRT interface that allows engineering staff to
physically tinker in a world made up of machines so small as to be nearly
invisible.
AN ACTUARIAL FOREST. Humans are rational animals. We are also rational
animals. The distinction in emphasis is important. One of the things humans
are pretty adept at is moving around and learning by physically exploring our
environments. The tapping of this sort of ability in order to achieve a
better grasp of complex information could be accomplished in the following
hypothetical cyberspace application.
Imagine a topographic map of your community that includes a surrounding area
of a few hundred miles and includes roads and buildings. Isomorphic maps of
this area show the same information at different intervals in the past.
Other maps of the area reveal various geologic data, showing mineral deposits
and ground water levels. Still other maps indicate meteorologic conditions-
throughout the past. Now, improve on the map by making it a relief map and,
on the three-dimensional representation, populate the surface with objects
that resemble model trees. These
-"trees"
represent gross statistical
information about small population samples, their height, for example, being
scaled to the median age of death. Along the
"trunks"
of these trees, limbs
of varying length or color could represent incidents of disease or accident.
The elaboration of coding could become much richer. Different colored trees
or variations in bark could represent educational differences, or the
breakdown of information by sex.
An actuarial (or, perhaps, epidemiological) researcher"could~fly above this* 'EfJVIR.oHMEAlTAL
synthesized landscape, and could look
down"
and "not ice certain patterns of
defoliation or stunted growth patterns. One particular area might be
especially blighted. Given the information available in the cyberspace
system, the investigator could note (looking at the terrain through
meteorological and geological "filters") both prevailing wind patterns and
ground water movements. Through the filters, the, invest igator might see
that, while there are no upwind toxic-material producing sites, the affected
neighborhoods share a watershed with a local township where mining operations
had previously taken place. The researcher could then zoom in for
a'
closer
look, and might, while walking aroung this actuarial forest, note that the
highest incidence of the particular illness that prompted the closer
examination occurs among the residents of the area in certain age groups,
educational backgrounds, and residential patterns. These variables would all
be taken into account in further statistical analysis models.
The point of all of this is that the Investigation proceeds by actions that
we do most frequently and most intuitively. We look at things, and when
we're curious, we move in a bit closer to see detail. To regain a broader
perspective, we move
back a few steps. In this hypothetical application, the
created virtual reality reifies multiple layers of what are typically
abstract,
dissociated, and bloodless data, no longer mere abstractions or
tabular representations, these data have
become immediately more accessible
to more people.




arise-:from -the ,ability..to 'create- virtual...realttle5. Some months ago, one of
our feature articles included the aphPG,.i.sm..j,,.jiJ/ou read and you forget e_K-\T7c^/
see_-and. you^remember , you_ do..., and^ you learnQ If there's any truth in that,
TRACSV
we can expect an enrichment throughout the spectrum of things we teach our
children. They will be able to travel to palces we might regard as too
remote, too dangerous, or simply unacceptable. They will be able to see the
results of incorrect decisions in ways we might not otherwise allow. Other
cultures and other times in our history can be experienced and alternative
outcomes studied.
WHITHER. CYBERSPACE? It is still, probably too early tO-.know where all this
will. lead. We are in the Kitty Hawk stage of developing the required
supporting technologies for cyberspace. Numerous, and major, breakthroughs
have yet to be made. As many, or more, social and ethical issues will be
raised and will have to be dealt with as the technologies mature.
Nonetheless, potential of this medium is enormous. We are all guilty of
using small fractions of our inferential and deduct ive- mental facilities when
we apply ourselves to business problems. What virtual reality promises, even
as its most minimal contribution, is a way for more of us 'to bring more of
our abilities to bear on solving problems.
We can begin to understand the potential of cyberspace systems if we look at
them as a kind of counterpoint to existing computer interfaces. At present,
the best and most powerful interfaces we've been able to develop for our
desktop computers are very graphical and relatively easy to manipulate. We
have folders of papers, we can
"drop"
a document on top of a printer to have
it printed, we can arrange our desktop and keep certain documents on top with
icons for paper clips and thumb tacks, we can scribble sticky-notes and
attach them to a colleague's research reports, and we know when mail arrives
because a small flag on our mailbox pops up, for these interfaces, the
metaphor is the piece of paper. For cyberspace, the metaphor is the world.
In. a. recent -Conferencea quest ion. from., the crowd was:. ."What can you do with
virtual^
reality?"
The.VR._developer'..s.reply- was : -"1 on't know. What can you
do with
reality?-"
***** Computer Select, July 1991 : Doc #59115 *****
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It occurred to me, writing a note to an acquaintance who's a top executive at
one of the big computer companies, that these days 1 spend most of any time
talking about the limitations of interactive multimedia, rather than the
potential.
This is quite a switch from 1988, when 1 was busy trying to convince the
industry of the enormous potential of interactive multimedia. 1 still
believe that the future holds enormous promise. As usual with new
technology, <|he industry.,has. mist ic_short.-term expectations
(the..nex.t, fiv. e ..years.or>*so-)'andvequally unreasonable pessimism about the
long term. l_f_ive..to_J 0 year s__ out.
Understanding the limitations of interactive multimedia is critical.
Technological, leaders must beiable to recognize good and bad strategies in
product -developmentend-user, pro.ducts...such_.a5 . interactive education and
market ing 'materials ,<j which _will_.make_up. most_,of .the.market for the next few
.years... _6ood





only way-to-f ind limits often. is .to
ignore-them*.
The future of education
The limitations of interactive multimedia came quite clear a few months ago
with a blunt criticism of educational multimedia products from the
aforementioned industry executive.
?".Multimedia.!_educat i,onal_ products, areijus t. another excuse for parents to
abdicate, the responsibility .of. their .children ,.".-he said.
1 come from a family of teachers, defenders of the liberal arts education, so
it was somewhat horrifying to see the truth in his criticism. Many products
do, in fact, try to replace the teacher, carrying on in the questionable
tradition of filmstrips, movies and other non-interactive multimedia.
Teachers '_,;,e.hief. complaint-'against multimedia, in the classroom is that it
usually-
interrupts'the'
curriculum. rat.her._.t.han_.f it t inQ_ into it. The Science
2000 product launched by the California Superintendent of Schools, with heavy
support from Apple and IBM, responds to that well-founded criticism by giving
teachers a resource guide HyperCard stacks or LinkWay documents that will
help them find the tools they need to fit the audiovisual materials and other
resources into the curriculum, rather than obstruct it. Resources available
within the school, the district, from the state and other sources will be
included. In this way. Science 2000 will help more people become better
teachers, rather than trying to make computers into teachers.
Look at it this way ..the;, teacher^is one of , the people who should be
interact iOQj.With-the .software ,__n.ot.__jua t . ti)B.,_8_tudent s ._
/a-/--?/
Computers should help teachers ^
While it's true that the multimedia computer, with its interactivity and
audiovisual capabilities, can do a whole lot more than the old filmstrip or
movie with a textbook, it's still not ready to take over for the teacher,
even for an hour or two. Perhaps there are a few industrial applications in
which the computer can do nearly all of the teaching, but our experience is
that interactive multimedia is nearly always "support other
training"
efforts, not an end in themselves';
Those who have developed interactive sales and marketing systems have
discovered the same thing there are very few applications in which the
point-of-sale kiosk can take over the entire sales process, or even a












Didn't we already learn this a few times in the computer industry? If
desktop publishing were approached in the way that many are approaching
educational and sales products, Aldus would have tried to create a PageMaker
that could gather stories, lay them out, add graphics and then print the
results .
Think of the differences in addressing these two desktop publishing market
opportunities :
* Developing software and hardware that can help more people become
publishers of newsletters, magazines or newspapers. In this case, the
requirements are not nearly as stringent. The computer and printer would
need to handle text, graphics and photographs reasonably well, but the work
of finding, selecting and acquiring material for a publication is left up ta
the user, as well as a great deal of the work of editing, layout, printing
and distribution.
* Developing software and hardware that makes more computers into publishers^ "iVKfc- 0(/tri-
of newsletters, magazines or newspapers. The system would have to find, TUT I-ihivWJ t'A_7C_
select, edit and acquire news articles, features, graphics, photos and so
'
forth, then lay out pages, print the finished result and distribute it.
Viewed this way, it's easy to see that the first market will precede the
second. As this suggests, there are two "desktop
publishing"
markets. The
first makes up 80 or 90 percent of today's market tools that have greatly
widened the number of people who can be publishers. The second desktop
publishing market, in which the computer is the publishing medium, is Just
beginning to grow, with products such as
Ziff-Davis'
Computer Library and the
handful of custom news compilers.
Many companies are ignoring this model of market development you support
the people before you try to replace them they try to apply multimedia
technologies in new ways.
The
"other"
definition of interactive multimedia
Multimedia is very seductive, especially T caTl"*the
"A"
"








can 'switch media- in
a microsecond to use the medium appropriate to
trVe'-'message-j- When you start
using the computer that way, you discover that there are still many kinds of
messages that the computer isn't very good at delivering.
For example, computers are quite poor at searching large amounts of textual
information. Even if we had a quick way to get a significant amount of the
printed materials in libraries into digital format, we're very much at a loss
for software that would make it useful and accessible. Video is even harder.
Random access to any significant amount of video awaits not only digital
storage techniques and a $100 billion fiber optic infrastructure, but also
the software tools to find and use it intelligently.
There are many other examples of
things that aren't widely available in media
that the computer can handle well. We are seduced by the fact that in a
technical sense the computer can handle many^jnany kinds of data even
kinesthetic data , "using
"the"
neuT'vlr.ual "Fe"allty tSchnoIogils . But from a
practical standpoint, decades will pass before large amounts of the world we
live in are in the personal computer domain. Do we really want to reject all
of the things aren't digital?
The myth of the "digital
world" 3>
This is the myth of the digital world the idea that
"everything"
can be
digitized, now that computers can deal with text, graphics, photos, sounds,
video and so forth. It's true that many things can
bebut it's also true
that many of them won't be available in digital form. For one thing, it's
..noA.
plear thjat digit izatipnvaddstremendousjvalue to many things, and often.
removes-subtle, values , such, as the tactilelexperience of reading a book or
.magazine'.
The major implication of the digital world myth can be summed up as "If it
isn't digital, it won't
matter."
That's a dangerous illusion that presumes a
great deal about our ability to use technology to define human life. It'll
be a long, long time before the majority of things that matter are available
digitally, if ever.
T.hl._:i_f.yth., inevitablyjeads. to narrow-mind.ed...thinkingnarrow because it
eliminates sj__ much ..of,human
.existence:
--and embarrassing, criticisms from
those :,wh,o__ know seduction., .whenthey, se_e_i.it ,__.such.._my the critic of educational
multimedia_j|r
It '_a._di.scouraging Jo ,t hink_._j.hafc,ho. m ighJL be.,!, ight that interact ive
multimedia ja^ucational ipcoduc.t si will:ba- another, excuse,, like television, for
parefl.t^ to abdicate-i.theirj roaponslbilitiea^t.oward their children. But we
think the iP_Ract..cpuld be-'.Q.u.ite_1t-he. opposi-te-_3.that.. technology can.help
restore the -.parents.,*-,par_.ti.clpa.t ion. irL.their.-ct-i,ldrert. S.. education. ___lt won't
happen if pflRdugia:
_^. elpp_meolL,progresse5,_a.lpng_uthelines suggested by the
myib._of_.the.^igital._uipr_ld.. ....-Educational...products.wouldbe developed that try
tp_, take-_ovet3_S.the. sducat ion-of-chil dren--_dtgi_tal_.t.eachers ._
However, market deye.lopment-._and.cpr.mpn sense, suggest that most of those who *^tltil/^UbHU-i
try... to., invent, digital .teachers,will, .probably.:fail,, along,with those who try pit umiwflfK Of
to invent digi ,_.digital analysts and other systems that treat iM4t.iMjW
the computer__,as an.. end._in...it self, rather than_ a^tool for people.
A good example
The ABC News Interactive videodiscs/HyperCard stacks are among the best
products we've seen, because they offer resources without forcing a
curriculum on the teacher. They encourage students to learn about the power
of various media by offering the same events in audiovisual, text and graphic
formats. For example, in the Martin Luther King, Jr. disc, the video of
King's speeches are linked directly to text transcripts. Students can switch
back and forth instantly. Finally, perhaps the most important feature is
that the ABC discs include a means for students to manipulate the resources
that are on the disc and in the HyperCard documents. Students can create
audiovisual reports that let them mix what they've learned from the ABC
materials with things they've learned elsewhere.
Here are a few of the characteristics of good interactive multimedia products
for education, training, marketing and similar
applications:
* Audiovisuals are used primarily to introduce, mptivate
and emotionally
involve the user.
* The same information is presented in a variety of media, so that the user
can understand more than one aspect of it.
* The product can be regarded as a collection of resources,
even though it
includes structures.
* Creative tools are included that allow users to re-use
the resources in
conjunction with what they have learned elsewhere.
* Flexibility in presentation allows
users of various language and cultural
backgrounds .
Good products change the world
Let's stand this idea about multimedia computers and education on its head.




can make more people into educators before it makes more "computers into
educators. Successful software and hardware, thus, will be designed to
manage resources and design courses, the way that software like Pagemaker
helps manage articles and graphics, then provides tools to design documents.
Going back to our industry executive's argument with this model, what kind of
future is really foreseeable if products focus on making more people into
teachers, rather than making more computers into teachers?
We already know that personal computers enable-more to work
home returning them closer to their children
than"
in the past. There are
some great tools that help people communicate in new ways. For instance,
Farallon Computing's Timbuktu/Remote allows two computers to view and
manipulate the same screen together. Now that is the
"PicturePhone"
that
makes sense. When I work on-line with the vice president of my company, we
don't want to see each
others'
faces, we want to see the spreadsheet or other
document we're working on.
Just as development of the telephone network dispersed companies to suburbs,
development of more sophisticated telecommunications is allowing more
flexibility about the places people work. It may be a long time, if ever,
before large numbers of people work exclusively at home (barring another
energy crisis, as we noted, but it's rapidly becoming feasible for many
people to go home in time to be there when the children come home from
school .
f
Parents at the same time as their children won't matter much if they're
;
sitting in separate rooms, having nothing to do with one another. We can
imagine a household in which the parents are working on computers in one room
while the children are watching television in another. Ugh. a
Ne4A.-Ti1.e-
But the computer and television are merging and one of the fruits of their-
union can be "desktop
education"
software that helps parents get more
involved in their children's education, just as desktop publishing helped
more people get involved in the publishing process.
"
ffc_nW
One view of the future of interactive multimedia in the classroom is that
these resources will enable one teacher to work with many more students than
today. While that may be true, the important, impact may be to change-society
in fundamental ways, returning people to homes and families tahlch may
happen much sooner if another. energy crisis arrives.
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Full Text:
IBM"
researchers are giving a subtly spectacular demonstration in New Orleans
which suggests how computer users may one day virtually "enter the
realm"
of
their work, whether it be a molecule to explore its strucuture or a
financial record, to study a corporate or national economy.
The IBlY demonstration is a kind of ".deep
metaphor"
of a world beyond, the
looking glass.. In the demonstration, people*'in the real world can interact
with each other through three-diment ional ,. moving objects in an artificial
world depicted
.on.
their. ..computer screen s.-
A team of scientists led by Daniel T. L.lng-of IBM's Thomas J. Watson Research
Center in Yorktown Heights, N.Y., is using the demonstration to explore ways
in which computer-generated. virtual worlds may- extend human cognitive and
perceptual faculties into. the computer and eventually erase the boundary
between person and machine,.
Far
more"




the real world - often seems to be to the general public, a primary objective
of"..the I'BfT'research ef fort is .to
.
make computers, easier to use by enabling
them "to interact more fluidly and naturally with their users.
Oh ifte surface, it is all just a game played in a wire cage shown on each
player"'






and view the playing area from opposite ends of the cage that tilts
differently for each according to the player's perspective, or head position.






appear spontaneously and bounce around the cage, changing hue as
they go, from blue to green to red; shortly after they turn red, they
"explode.
"
The object of the game is to bat, squirt (with a jet from pointed forefinger)
or grab an object and move it near the opponent before it explodes and
subtracts a point from that player's score.
No sci-fi headgear with goggles and earphones are involved.
Three-dimensionality is created by perspective and movements of the
players'
heads and of the objects on their computer screens.
A sensor on_Lthe cap -each player wears registers head position as "motion
parallax,"
, making the cage move.
Each player wears a glove .that signals hand movements and gestures (pointing
and grabbing). The "game", itself, can follow verbal commands, and it
announces the score in a synthetic voice ("got alpha; alpha four, beta
five"), as well as producing sounds of rocks bouncing and breaking in the
cage .
Everything in between is done by seven IBM RS/6000 Power Workstations
connected in a way both to amass computing power and to distribute it so that
the two players could as well be five or six (with additional RS/B000S ) and
located not in the same ropm^ but.in.different places across the country or
around the world.
While the game is fun to play and to watch, it achieves its subtle ^
spectacular ity by what it represents beneath its flashy exterior; a way,
eventually, both of making computers widely'"'and easily accessible to
-* 'yKoun
people everywhere and of enabling groups of 'scienj ists,'- economist
s"
C_UA6DfT/^0l_..
or other specialists virtually to "get into.. their
data"
"and collaborate on a
problem from several different remote locations simultaneously"?
Dr. Ling and his colleagues are presenting their work at a meeting of the
Association for Computing Machinery's Special Interest Group in Computers and
Human Interaction (S1GCH1) at the Sheraton New Orleans Hotel.
The chief novel feature of the IBM simulation is the "dialogue manager".
This system coordinates each player's movements and his or her interactions
with the objects, keeping separate what appears on the screen from the
mechanisms that produce it, thus separating cause and effect in the
simulation of interactions between players and the virtual world. The
movement of the objects is handled by the simulator.
The cause-effect separation is demonstrated in the creation of a rubber rock.
Rocks can be created in three ways: automatically during the game, by voice




all three mechanisms of ordering an object but
tells the simulator simply to make one without having to specify how the
order had been given.
"This makes it possible to have multiple persons in the same virtual world
cause things to happen which are different from what one person could
do,"
said Dr. Ling
For example, two players can pick up the same rock and break it apart,
thereby interacting with each other through a simulated object.
Such feats are produced by a collaboration of IBM R5/B000 Power Workstations.
One produces the graphic representation of the playing area for each player;
that's two. Another simulates the "rubber
rocks"
and the way they wobble and
bounce and respond to actions of the players in a physically realistic
situation in real time.
Two more manage the dialogue for the players, translating their gestures and
hand movements and also producing the game's
"own"
speech (comments,
score-keeping). A sixth RS/6000 handles input from the glove and
head-tracker and recognizes gestures. The seventh recognizes spoken commands
for creating objects and coloring them.
Dr. Ling explained that this
demonstration is the third in a logical
progression of improvements in artificial worlds at IBM. The first project
was a simulated
handball game involving a glove with which the player
could
bat a ball around a simulated
room: a very simple simulation, he said.
The second project was more
complex. In it, a fluid vortex tube was created
mathematically; the simulation
involved grasping the tube (data), turning it
and even moving through it.




capitalizes on experience with the previous
models, enabling
multiple users to interact with each other and with a
complex simulation
produced with multiple channels of data (graphics, sound,
motion) simultaneously
from multiple locations. The scientists say they will
eventually
incorporate touch, and, perhaps, even smell.
Associated with Dr. Ling in this work at IBM
were: Christopher F. Codella,
Ronald 1. Frank, Reza Jalili,
Lawrence Koved , Bryan Lewis, Alan Norton, David
Rabenhorst
,
Paula K. Sweeny, 6. Turk Turk (now at the University of North
Carolina) and C.P. Wang.
***** Computer Select, July 1991 : Doc #42415 *****
Journal: Computer Graphics World Nov 1990 vl3 nil pl02(4).
Title: What's wrong with reality? A realist "reflects""on virtual'real i ty:
is it a virtual boon or a boondoggle? (Kaleidoscope)
Author: MacNicol
, Gregory.
Summary: Scientists, system developers, journalists and excited potential
users predict marvelous possibilities for artificially simulated
virtual reality. One of the first publicly used applications is
at a Chicago video game arcade, in which players sit in a virtual
machine space to fight imaginary battles. Beyond such
recreational systems, some predict that this technology can lead
to shared exploration of space and furniture that creates total







Computer simulated virtual reality, however, is highly
interactive, with multi-sensory input that goes beyond even
elaborate flight simulators, invoking the ultimate in 'suspension
of
disbelief.'
The technological issues involve such difficulties









Appl icat ions .
Feature: illustration
photograph .
Record*: 09 B01 325.
***** Computer Select, July 1991 : Doc #4B505 *****
Journal: Computerwor Id Oct 15 1990 v24 n42 pl07(2).
Title: Sci-fi writer William Gibson explores the final frontier:
information. (In Depth: Cyberspace '90.)
Author: Gibson, William.
Summary: Virtual reality may be simply the -latest stage in
-the"
development
of a highly technical7 computerized society. Each new
technological invention or scientific discovery, even if only
twentieth century history is reviewed from the advent of the
nuclear and computer ages, is hailed as the factor that 'would
change
everything.'
With the passage of time and the proliferation





use of technology "and "consumer gppds"becdme'"more apparent^even >in
such simple items as the trash^left
behind'and'
the~used goods for
sale. Yet in some ways the information technology explosion does
represent a new electronic frontier pioneered by computer hackers
and settled by corporations and eventually ordinary users. In









Record*: 09 522 571 .
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***** Computer Select, July 1991 : Doc #46506 ***** I
Journal: Computerworld Oct 15 1990 v24 n42 pl09(l).
Title: Our man in cyberspace checks out virtual reality; inside the
goggles, you're a cartoon character for an hour. (In Depth:
Cyberspace '90)
Author: Nash, Jim.
Summary: A reporter's experiment with using a virtual reality system leaves
cartoon character impressions. The sensations resemble
weightlessness and disembodied movement through the reality the
user seems to control. VPL Research Inc is doing research in the
development of products and applications of virtual reality. VPL
has three computer programs that enable the user to 'walk
around'
inside a computer graphics, generated realm. The system is
accessed through the use of an electronically-equipped, glove and--
VfSVWi-Moiet
headsetor by wearing a fiber optic-wired jumpsuit. The'Eyephone
goggles consist of two color liquid crystal display monitor"-
lead""
weights and ear phones with good but not exceptional
resolutlon.-
The glove is wired to an Apple Macintosh llx"custom graphics -
workstation. Without the workstation, the price is about $45,000
for a Reality Built for Two system with potent ial applications in -* tiMATM.J*c_
surgery and engineering. TV2CS .
Descriptors . .







Record*: 09 522 745.
***** Computer Select, July 1991 : Doc #21288
*****
Journal: Network World Feb 25 1991 v8 n8 p33(l).
Title: Virtual reality may transform future
multimedia interfaces.
(Macroscope) (column)
Author: Kobielus , James.
Summary: Virtual reality is a new trend in computing technology that may
transform the interfaces of multimedia. Virtual reality, a
concept and term coined by the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) Media Lab, invites users to step into a
system-defined world. Users must don sophisticated 1/0 devices,
which includes'-goggles ,
touch "screens 7~dat a gloves 'and heads-up-
displays.'
Electronic information is manipulated in three
dimensions by the user, models and displays are juxtaposed and
rotated as if they were physical objects. The usage of virtual
reality may be too rich for
most corporations seeking multimedia
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***** Computer Select, July 199) : Doc #403B5 *****
Journal: Electronic Engineering Times Nov 12 1990 nB 1 6 pC29(l).
Title: Living in IBM's 'veridical world' of the future, (virtual reality)
(Computing 2000 special section)
Author: Peled, Abraham.
Summary: Such new 1/0 devices as computer vision; very precise and powerful
robptic arms, speech and handwriting "recognition , data gloves and
wall-sized, three-dimensional displays providing realistic
renditions will be combined in future computer systems to create
virtual realities also called the veridical world. The
conversion of the current information flow through business from a
paper-based system among people and functions to a
computer-mediated information flow will compress days into seconds
and connect far-flung operations. Future information systems will







systems . Future computers
will involve the visual', auditory and tactile senses of user3T-as










Information Storage and Retrieval.
Record*: 09 B15 239.
***** Computer Select, July 1991 ,: Doc #7639 ***** .
Journal: IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications May 199) vl 1 n3 p!8(2).
Title: Notes on multlsensory visualization systems.
Author: Grinstein, Georges.
Summary: The major focus of the panel on multisensory visualization systems
at the Visualization 90 conference in San Francisco, CA , Oct
23-26, was interaction in virtual environment systems.
Multisensory visualization environments are being developed to
facilitate the exploration and management of data in a more
natural way. Such environments utilize the enormous power of the
human brain to process and analyze sensory data for the
performance of complex tasks requiring adaptability. There are
several ways of implementing multisensory computei simulated
virtual environments suited to different applications.
Surrounding the user with "a virtual world is useful for "such
A r&j/eMctfl<*Jr<L
applications as flight "simulation and teleoperat ion. Intermittent
tasks requiring multisensory visualization, such as many
scientific and engineering "appl icationS; can be implemented with
devices added into the current work environment. Examples of both
kinds of system are briefly discussed. New interaction semantics











Record*: ,10 846 22B.
Journal: MacWEEK Oct 2 1990 v4 n33 p98( 1 )
* Full Text COPYRIGHT Coastal Associates Publishing L.P. 1990.





systems using head-mounted displays to
simulate
'reality'
are not true alternative universes but have
more in common with interactive fiction. No virtual reality
system can yet pass the 'virtual Turing
test'
of being
indistinguishable from actual reality; an intelligent observer can
always tell, whether he or she is viewing a
'virtual'
world. Some
argue that computer-generated environments are a valid reality
because it is consensual and objective and can have lasting
effects on participants, but events there are not equal in stature
to events outside the computer. Virtual reality technology is not
yet highly refined; those who emerge from a
'cyberspace'
experience with glowing reports are not being truly objective but
are suspending disbelief in much the same way one does when











isn't virtual and isn't yet real
I have two main problems with the current infatuation with "virtual reality":
So far, it's not virtual and it's not real.
Don't get me wrong. I'd love to see more of these systems that use computer
displays and sound to produce an imagined spatial environment running on the
Mac. It's fascinating to put on a head-mounted display and seemingly wander
acnoss a terrain of compute! created, simulated objects. There indeed may be
useful applications in exploration and communication.
But impressive as any of the systems might be, 1 think it's important to keep
clear what we're talking about. After several excursions into the world
where multimedia, art, robotics and communication collide,
I'd say what is
.being.
demonstrated is. closer.to.. interactive fiction than to an alternative
electronic_universe-
Admittedly, this isn't just a Macintosh question. Industry pioneers such as
Jaron.Lanier^of VPL- Research Inc. of Redwood
City-,-- Calif-. -, and Myron Krueger
of., the Videoplace project in Vernon, Conn., -are working on minicomputers,
workstations and custom hardware. But with accelerated displays and faster
processors becoming more common for the Mac, 1 expect we'll see more work in
this field done on Apple hardware.
The Virtual Turing Test. When you puton the display,"headphones and
glove"
of VPL's virtual-reality system (or the equivalent visual, aural and feedback
components in other models), you do feel like you've entered a new
environment. And despite the
systems'
limitations, it can be a compelling
experience. It's easy to forget where you are for long moments.
But if anyone 'asks if you are in a simulation or if this is reality, there's





furthermore, you know that what happens outside the simulation has
inescapable consequences, while you can turn off the "virtual
reality"
by
flicking the power switch .
:
Consequently, the systems do not pass what we might call the Virtual Turing
Test. For example, we have an intelligent computer if human observers can't
tell whether they are exchanging messages with a person or a machine. In the
case of virtual-reality tools, the intelligent observer always can tell





Proponents argue that even if we can tell the
di f f erence
, .
the computer-mediated experience is a valid reality because the
virtual environment is objective, consensual and can have lasting effects on
the participants.
But 1 think it's a mistake to consider this an alternative universe, equal in
stature to what happens outside the computer. Just because something is real
doesn't mean it is fai reaching enough to be considered a coherent reality.
"The technology now is a little bit
kludgy,"
said R.U. Sirius, editor in
chief of Mondo 2000, a magazine about the cultural repercusions of
'high"
technology. "People who come away from a cyberspace experience with
enraptured reports sort of remind me of people who took 15 mikes of acid and
saw God. I have a lot of respect for the technology, but it isn't quite
there yet for many of
us."
Belief and disbelief. The better analogy is with fiction. When you enter
the world of a movie or even a good book, you're not asked to make an
affirmative act of beliefin the story. Instead, you're asked only to suspend
disbel ief .
And if the fiction is successful, suspending disbelief is enough. You can
enter the story and go a long time without asking whether the experience is
real. You can learn and feel and react. Furthermore, as movie makers and
novelists would tell us, just because something isn't real doesn't mean'it
isn't true.
Do the words really matter? Perhaps it's the thoughts themselves and no,
words. But if you believe in these kinds of simulations, you also have to
believe that the way we present concepts affects what we do. We don't want
our "virtual
r lity"
encumbered with virtual buggy whips.
the
***** Computer Select, July 1991 : Doc #15153 *****
Journal!. Comjj-rtergram International March 25 1991 n1B40
* Full Text COPYRIGHT Apt Data Services (England) 1991.
Title: W Industries makes virtual realitya reality""at #20".000T.
(Virtuality 1000 SD virtual reality system) (product announcement)
Descriptors . .
Company: W. Industries Ltd. (Product introduction).






Record*: 10 513 844.
Full Text:
W INDUSTRIES MAKES VIRTUAL REALITY A REALITY AT #20,000
'Leicester-based W Industries
Ltd'
on Friday launched Virtuality 1000;.SD^"which
it is heralding as the world's first 3B0 degree, three-dimensional Tf
computer-generated self-contained virtual reality system for the leisure
industry. According to W Industries the upgradable system for games arcades,
which costs from *20,000, is a third of the price of simulation games that
vendors claim to carry "virtual
reality"
status. Virtual Reality is a
much-hyped concept
-
to experience it the user must be totally immersed in a
computer-generated world of real-time simulation, an artificial world where
objects and environments have the illusion of being real. Through the use of.
helmets, data-gloves, and other body-mounted devicesT the user can see , hear
-
and touch objects, as well as other
people",'
and can walk
fly- or- do anything -
without physical risk. At the core of the leisure system just announced is
Commodore's Amiga 3000 for data management and sound control
- the rest of
the technology is W
Industries'
own. Expality is a multi-processor,
multi-media system developed by the company, using two Texas Instrument TM5
34020 processors, two TMS 34082 processors, a Motorola 68030 or 68040 with
68882 maths co-processors, all running at 25MHz to 33MHz. This engine
provides the computer-generated images, multi-channel sound and motion
outputs. Mass storage
- 40Mb to 300Mb
-
is provided using CD-ROM and hard
disk to enable the use of large databases for the simulated virtual worlds.
And W
Industries'
Animette simulation software generates the Virtuality
experiences. The main interfaqe to the world is Visette, a
helmet-'
Qftei3pltlMr1T.
containing a stereoscopic viewing
system which liquid crystal displays,
infinity optics, a four channel sound system and
a tracking sensor enabling
the position and angle of the head to be continuously monitored. The
Expality system also contains an Ethernet local
area network facility to
enable groups of Virtuality systems to be connected for multi-user
participation. Says design and production director Richard Holmes, the
Virtuality leisure system has been designed to
a set cost, and so provide
only that level of virtual reality
required for games
-
real-time is 17 to 25
frames per second. The leisure industry is obviously where the money lies,
but W Industries wants to design systems for
high-level"
computer-aided design'* Pf3/fl>Ari-,_
and manufacture, and science -'with virtual reality,
places can be explored I
before they exist so that architects can walk around
towns they've created
before building them and medical operations can be
practised before the knife
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Virtual reality is actual d
-UR uses 3-D aid
'inbrain research
- By Laura Buterbaugh
Democrat and Chronicle
Using a pair of goggles with tiny
televi-
'
sions suspended in front of each eye, scien
tists at theUniversity ofRochester hope to
i create computerized environments thatwill
1
reveal the brain's role in vision and percep
tion.
The researcherswill use a $740,000grant
from the National Institutes of Health to




Because the eye can focus clearly on only
<
one small spot at a time, it moves rapidly
from one spotto another.togather
informa-
I tion. In the virtual reality experiments,
peo-
i pie'seye movements will be recorded while
.they
wear the goggles and react to changes
f in the .computerizedenvironment; ..; . _:_
i<;Those inovemente arid the patterns they
nifonri 'art thought to be a. "window; to the
^.braiiri arid how it computes .information.
;: ^Wewant tocreate artificialworlds, then
manipulate parts of the world to see what
matters (to the eyes) and what
doesn't,"
said Dana.Ballard, a professor of computer
science and principal investigator of the
virtual reality project
In the experiments, a person wearing the
-.special goggles will feel he or she is part ofa
three-dimensional picture for instance,
one with*3-D colored blocks. When the
:. personwears a special glove, his or her hand
will appear as a computerized hand in the
'
computer environment
In one experiment a person might be
asked to move the blocks, using a gloved
hand. Theperson's eye movements as he or
she moves the blocks are recorded.
Such movements called saccades
are split-secondmotions the average person
is unaware of. For instance, when someone
is asked to look at a picture, the person's
eyes willmove around and over the picture
/ rather -than fixing on one point
,.._,,
Studies have shown that those eye move
ments will change depending on what the
; person is trying to learn. If the person is
,
asked jtheage of the people in the picture.
-..the eyeswill move in one pattern. If
sotne-
"one is asked to describe the placement of
the people in the picture, the eyeswill move
0
in another pattern.
Ballard and his research team have stud
ied eyemovements using a normal comput
er screen, with people using a computer
"mouse"
to move blocks. But he believes a
virtual reality environment will be more
realistic, because the person will feel he or
she is in that environment, and movements
of the
"mouse"
will be replaced with the
more natural movements of the person's
hands.
Down the road, this experiment could
give scientists clues to how people process
information. With this knowledge, teachers
could design newways tohelp studentsWith
learning problems, Ballard said.




you understand how the brain encodes in
formation, you could devise a way that
makes that information easy to absorb.
"... it opens up an enormous amountof
doors in terms of understanding human
behavior,"
Ballard said. '> . 'i;t"-r>'ni
But he cautioned that the immediate
..experi entsare "just the tentative teps;-'-
Ballard and a team of UR researchers
hope to set up the virtual reality laboratory.!
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